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	Text8: 
	Comments: The panel unanimously agrees that the GOES-18 ABI L1b data and the CMI product are Provisionally validated, and therefore ready for operational use. This is timely, as on Monday 1 Aug. the data will temporarily replace the GOES-17 ABI's operational data flow as a mitigation for the GOES-17 LHP anomaly. A few specific comments on the data:- Overall the ABI data are in very good shape in comparison to both reference VIIRS data and in GEO-to-GEO comparisons. Navigation appears well within spec, and accuracy/precision/noise appear significantly better than spec in nearly all channels, in some cases by a wide margin. Some of the accuracy/precision calculations had fairly large error bars due to a limited validation dataset; the error bars will be reduced by Full Validation.- Band 7 noise is larger than G16 and G17, but appears to still be within spec. We expect band 7 noise to be larger than the other IR bands at night due to limited Earth emissions at that wavelength. Cold/high clouds at night are always rather noisy, but with GOES-18, some evidence of the noise can be seen in band differences for warmer clouds in commonly used imagery products. Some of the noise is very correlated from detector to detector, resulting in north-south-oriented strips somewhat resembling a bar code. Therefore some are referring to this as the "bar code artifact." Teams are actively looking at the root case of this enhanced noise, and as of now, it remains unclear whether or not a mitigation will be possible. We expect that question to be answered well prior to Full Validation.- It was shown that the CMI product matches L1b-processed data as designed.- NWS is in agreement that the data is ready for operational use.


